Exceptional Service
from

Experienced
Steel
Professionals

Supplying

Coil, Sheet and Plate
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Hot Roll Black
Hot Roll P&O
Brushed P&O
Cold Rolled
Galvanized
Stainless
SCS®

Toll Processing

CHICAGO
HOUSTON
COLUMBUS, MS

"Isn't steel a commodity ? Isn't it all about price ?"

Processing Capability
Process

. . . or that quality can vary

SERVICE MATTERS.
MATTERS

That's why you need to know JDM Steel Service.
For over 35 years, we've been providing an unparalleled level of service to manufacturers and
service center customers. From our beginnings as Northern Industries, a full-line prime
and secondary house in Chicago, we've grown to become an 'all prime' flat roll steel
supplier and processor operating three modern, strategically located facilities:

Thickness

Width

Cut-to-Length

0.040" - 0.625"

24" - 96"

Slitting

0.040" - 0.625"

24" - 74"

Corrective Leveling

0.040" - 0.500"

24" - 96"

Stretcher Leveling

0.040" - 0.500"

24" - 73"

Surface Cleaning

0.040" - 0.250"

24" - 76"

SCS or Brushed P&O

Shearing

0.055" - 0.500"

7" - 240"

length to 240"

Laser Cutting

0.040" - 0.875"

to 98.5"

length to 240"

The loyalty of JDM Steel customers is based on more than quick delivery, reliable quality
and competitive prices. It's based on our proven ability to help them solve problems.

A JDM Steel Exclusive:
Ultra-Flat, Enhanced Surface

Like helping an engineer select the right grade of steel for the new product he's
developing, and then supplying him with trial quantities. Or locating tube,
structural and bar for a customer who normally just buys plate and doesn't
have an active supplier for these other items. With an average 23 years
of industry experience, a JDM Steel rep knows how to get it done.

We're the only North American operator of an advanced coil
processing technology for both surface enhancement and shape
correction of material up to 0.250". This unique line features:
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over 40,000 tons of prime flat rolled product.
capability for next day delivery to 80% of all US manufacturers.
material of uniformly high quality, primarily from domestic mills.
300,000 ft 2 of climate-controlled storage and processing space.
EDI for real time inventory records from our barcode-based system.
toll processing: cut-to-length, stretcher leveling, SCS, Brushed P&O.
proprietary capability to clean and shape-correct hot roll and HRPO coils.

roller and tension

Problem Solving Capability

Chicago, Houston and Columbus, Mississippi.

JDM Steel customers enjoy access to:

Notes
48" - 720+" length

.
.

tension leveling that removes bow, edge wave and other shape issues,
surface brushing that removes scale, dirt and many common mill defects,
leaving a smooth, remarkably clean surface.

If the substrate is hot rolled black, the processed product is SCS. When that
substrate is hot rolled P&O, the resulting product is JDM's 'Brushed P&O'
which looks just like cold rolled. Both products offer valuable benefits:

.

laser cut faster due to the flatness,
clean surface and lack of oil.

.

ANSI/ISO/ASQ Q9001-2008 (ISO 9001:2008) certification & 'Caterpillar Approved.'

knowledgeable staff averaging 23 years experience in the steel industry.

"It's tough to get steel delivered with one day notice, but JDM Steel can
do it for us. They are genuine 'steel people' who haven't lost that personal
touch. They analyze what I've bought in the past, project it forward, and
make sure they're always stocked for me."
Eddy Edge, General Manager
Smith Industries - Midland, Texas

superior paint finish, due to
the uniform, low Ra surface.

.

super-clean steel improves
shop environment, plus
lowers overall cleaning,
maintenance cost.

We are proactive in solving customer problems with material
availability, and that's important due to the volatility in steel
price and supply. Scheduled releases and JIT programs are
routine for us, and customers appreciate how we step in
with quick turnaround when another supplier let them
down. We've even accepted 'bad coils' other suppliers
had delivered to our customers, literally 'straightening
them out' using our advanced leveling capability.
But it's when the pressure's on that our customers
value us the most. You see, JDM Steel people don't
respond with, 'Leave a message, I'll get back to you.'
Instead, a JDM account rep takes your call, literally
walks your urgent need out to the shop foreman,
and they start working out possible solutions with
you, right now, right on the phone. It's how JDM
Steel people get the job done for you.

"Each of our departments - from lasering to forming to welding and
painting - they all love JDM Steel's Brushed P&O product. They don't want
me buying anything else. I recommend it to anyone needs better quality and
productivity, and less paint prep time."
David Wrigley, President & CEO
Hagel Metal Fabrication - Peoria, Illinois

"We're a big steel user. We could buy from one of the 'majors' I guess, but
JDM Steel has served us so well for the past 20 years, why risk it. They jump
through hoops for us . . . like same day delivery if we're in a bind. Like when
we installed new, more 'finicky' fabrication equipment that required flatter steel.
The JDM team delivered and solved the problem. They're one heckuva steel supplier."
Ron Salemme, Senior Buyer
S&C Electric - Chicago, Illinois

Industries We Serve

Products and Grades

Construction Machines
Electrical Enclosures
Fabricators
Farm Machinery
Industrial Washers
Metal Buildings
Oil & Gas Production
Railroad Cars
Saw Blade Producers
Steel Pole Producers
Steel Service Centers
Tank Cars
Tank Manufacturers
Truck Trailer

We offer delivery of the products below, subject to order quantity. All
are prime with certified mill test reports. If you need a flat rolled steel
product that's not listed below, call us. We can probably find it for you.

Steel Products

Grades

Hot Roll Black Sheet, Plate & Coil

Drawing Quality

Hot Roll P&O Sheet, Plate & Coil

Commercial Quality
A-36 and Alloy Grades

Brushed P&O Sheet & Coil
Cold Roll Sheet & Coil

HSLA 42K - 100K min. yield

Stainless Sheet & Coil

Stainless 304, 304L, 316, 316L

SCS ® Sheet & Coil

Pressure Vessel Quality
Weathering Steel

Galvanized Coil
Sheared Blanks
Carbon Plate
Floor Plate

Water Transmission Pipe
Member

From our three facilities we ship to both coasts and all points
in between. Contact any location to discuss
your needs or request a quote.

JDM Steel Chicago
330 E. Joe Orr Road, Building C
Chicago Heights, IL 60411
800 672-1031 Fax: 708 371- 3308
sales.chicago@jdmsteel.com

JDM Steel Houston
1002 Gemini Avenue, Suite 210
Houston, TX 77058
866 926-3556 Fax: 281 990- 7402
sales.houston@jdmsteel.com

JDM Steel Mississippi
400 North Steel Road
Columbus, MS 39701
800 769-4800 Fax: 662 327- 2277
sales.southeast@jdmsteel.com
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